Aloha!, just a reminder that you're receiving this email because you signed up to join the LoveTribe
email list, Outback ... In the Temple of Venus. Don't forget to add devijuice@aol.com to your address
book so we'll be sure to land in your inbox!
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails.

Mother's Day Blesslings LoveTribe,
I once was given a book by a warlock
(or so he said) I met in the park one
night 49 years ago.The title of this little
book was "God is a Mother".
Unfortunately the book disappeared and
in googling it, looks like it was off the
radar. I don't remember the specifics
but it was very to the point, deep and
obvious, yet a new idea to me. Of
course the creator and nurturer of this
world is a mother!
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So we are taking this opportunity to honor the mother within us all ... as the I
of us (all our relatives ... and its all relatives). Honoring compassion.
And honoring our own mothers whether alive or not. Lets take a moment to
appreciate her. And especially for those with more difficult relationships with
their mothers. Appreciate her for taking on the challenges of motherhood and
forgive her for her human unconscious/hurtful ways. And see how we have
taken those unconscious ways on and forgive ourselves. Then see (or really dig
for) the beautiful aspects of our mother (and ourselves) and LOVE!

And for the hallmark part of this day of honoring, all week
through next Sunday, all jewelry 20 - 50% off, all shoes, socks,
purses and scarves 20% off, plus one item of clothing 20% off.
As usual mention LoveTribe for the clothing discount.
I'm off to LA shopping and I'm sure an amazing adventure will unfold. Hmmm ... I
just remembered, when my daughter Shaye was 5, in her classroom they made
plates with their picture holding a Happy Mothers Day sign and it had a sentence

under the photo to be completed by each student.
"I love my mother because..." Shaye wrote, "She is so adventurous". At the
time I felt guilty, like moms weren't supposed to be adventurous, they were
supposed to be a solid rock which I confused with not adventurous. That freed
me to be myself. And at another time when I was making a hard decision that
impacted us all, my daughter Diva said, "Choose what makes you happy". Always
great advice (and from a 10 year old!). They continue raising a great mom.
Wow! What a lucky mom I am! Thanks Diva and Shaye!
Now off on my happy adventure!

xoxo Devi

Mama Hillary wearing Inizio skirt and top with Moonlight coat and Bernie Mev
comfy shoes and a peek into the Temple shop of colors and textures ...

Another Johnny Was Summer ... (mama Leslie in the middle)

Mens' shirts (many new short sleeve), pants, hats, socks, shoes ...
.

20% off 1 item

With the password: LoveTribe

And this is off our already discounted prices, averaging 50% off!!

